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This poor Stickman is attached and can not deliver himself! Unfortunately for him the freedom will certainly be even
more painful!

To free him you will have to reflect and make the right choices.

Do you feel able to finish all levels and deliver this poor Stickman?

 Features:

■ 50 different levels!
■ Addictive!

■ Original decor!
■ Relaxing gameplay!
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Title: Poor Stickman
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 26 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphique

Storage: 120 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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poor stickman

I wouldn't recommend this game to people who like to play rhythm games. Firstly the soundtrack that the game comes with is
ok, it's not bad but it certainly isn't that great either, but this will most likely depend on your music tastes. The tracks tend to be
a mix of techno, electronic with some rock/metal elements to them. It would seem that the ability to play your own music is a
great asset of this game however this particular feature falls very short. This is due to the fact that when selecting a song to add
to the game you have to go through a beat calulator process by which you manually tap spacebar to the rhythm of 3 different
sections of the song. The beats per minute are capped at a certain level so you can't just go crazy with the system. Equally
probably the most annoying thing is that you can add any track you like however if the track is longer than 6 minutes anything
past the 6 minute mark will be cut off entirely. These 2 flaws don't really make the add your own music feature appealing and
the system for calculating beats doesn't work all that well in fitting enemy timing with the song rhythm and comes of rather
clunky.

If you are looking for a good rhythm game I would recommend avoiding this title particularly if you wish to play your own
music.. Void Bastards is a First person rogue-lite that I could most similarly compare to WASTED (another game which I
loved!) Everything from sound design, music, graphics as well as over all imagination put to works has clearly been lovingly
made and I'm glad that the game follows up on that.

To boil it down, you are one of countless prisoners thrown into the "nebula" infested with pirates and "citizens" which I can only
describe as rude bastards. As a prisoner, you have your name, mugshot as well as your traits - These are varied across all
prisoners - Such as coughing (giving away your location to enemies) due to being an avid smoker, being only 3ft high so you're
not even in your own mugshot or being a prison that has a compulsion to scream in joy every time you pick up loot (again giving
your position away).

You'll be managing your gear at a workbench aboard your spaceship, crafting upgrades and gear for yourself from parts and raw
materials you find aboard vessels you explore.

Additionally, at the starmap you travel through the nebula where 1 movement = 1 day - Consuming 1 fuel if you move + 1 food.

And for the main course - You board vessels to loot for ammunition, parts for upgrades, raw materials. Each vessel you board
can vary in size, features, theme as well as enemies\/loot. But each vessel with it's own theme also has different characteristics to
it, some have torpedo bays you can rummage through to fight off pirates, some have gene modifiers to cure your smokers lungs
etc. Security officers allow for disabling of vessel security, the captains deck allows you to download the ships data to mark loot.
Oxygen bays allow you to refill your oxygen tank so you can keep on not choking to death (this isn't as big of a time constraint
as you'd believe, as long as you aren't staring down at the floor for 10 minutes straight).

What I find great about this game is that the mutators on each vessel are varied, more so as you descend deeper into the nebula
for better loot but increased risk. Mutators on each vessel can be both positive and negative such as the security being on your
side, to "shedloads" of specific enemy types alongside large amounts of damage to the ship leaving internals covered in oil
slicks, radiation leaks, fires, smoke and garbage bags full of extremely powerful inhalants. Some might even have thinner
oxygen cutting your oxygen supply larger as to increased usage (or even the opposite!).

The game will feel grindy initially, with gear needing to be crafting from either raw materials you find or found aboard vessels.
But this plays into the risk vs reward. Delve deeper into the nebula and acquire rarer parts and more abundant materials but risk
death.

But this is where the game is actually much more forgiving in death - You're simply a prisoner and when you die, someone else
gets rehydrated and takes your place. But when you die, you don't lose everything you've crafted upgrades\/weapons wise or
your crafting materials. You only lose ammunition, fuel, food and money. That sounds like a lot but you'll get upgrades to give
your guys a better head start.

All in all, if you want to try a fresh and original rogue-lite from a first person perspective, with a deep progression system. On
top of incredible writing\/voice acting (It's got the narrator from Stanley Parable for god sake) with lovingly craft graphics. Then
I whole heartedly recommend this game.. It didn't make me cry like an anime fan on prom night.
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(Also, the soundtrack is really good). Sweet story and beautiful graphics!
It is short but still worth it.. so many mindblown since beginning of the game
- play tutorial = mindblown
- follow the story = mindblown
- see the intro warning after playing = mindblown
so... how many you sacrifice programmer and artist to make this game ??. Very Fun Game Simi-Open World Futuristic Warfare
And Uses Drone Warfare.. Good game !!. Nice little game - patience is the key, so it's worth giving it a shot.
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The game mechanics were okay. It was hard to complete tasks. I wish there was a step by step tutorial.. A lot of the grind has
been fixed and i highly rate this game. This game is a great mix between hidden object and puzzle genres. I thought the artwork
was unique and gave a slight extra challenge to finding some of the objects. There was an odd cutscene that felt entirely out of
place in the first chapter-- perhaps it is better explained somewhere in later chapters.. this is such a fun game i would
reccommend if you love destruction and cars PLUS cheats to unclok every car in the game scout is the apc scout plus infinite
nitro= the fastest dedliest moving thing on wheels. my friends on my super secret imageboard site recommended it. they have
really funny memes!
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